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Midway is an exhibition of print media 

works by ten second year Bachelor of 

Arts (Fine Art) students. The students 

were invited to create a series of 

new prints based on their current 

ar tistic interests. The resulting works 

are an exploration of each student’s 

practice midway through their degree, 

and feature a range of printmaking 

techniques including etching, collagraph, 

embossing and screen printing.
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Midway is the result of several important and enduring art making ingredients coming 
together: collaboration, aspiration, organization and a really great idea. Continuing the 
tradition found in many print studios around the world, Alina Tang and Danni McGrath 
have brought together a group of colleagues to work collaboratively on a project, 
which has at its core a printing press. In this case it is a small mobile etching press 
Danni and Alina made the audacious decision to buy earlier this year – a relatively 
extravagant purchase for second year art students. From there things have grown, 
and with a keen sense of camaraderie, friendship, goodwill and enthusiasm Danni and 
Alina’s Shiritori Press will continue to propel them way beyond the midway.

Susanna castleden 
Academic Coordinator of Fine Art  
& Printmaking Coordinator
School of Design and Art, Curtin University

FroM SuSAnnA CASTleDen

foreword

Second year at ar t school is pretty damn good. 
We’ve f inally settled into a bit of a groove (no longer 
awkward f irst years) and have the freedom to work out 
our identities and interests; what we want to make ar t 
about, all without the looming shadow of The Grad Show. 
In addition to defining our own practices, we have both 
found it particularly interesting to see the development 
of our fellow students’ practices. This interest (in other 
people’s interests) is the premise of Midway; a survey of 
a small section of second year ar t practice. Inviting the 
ten students to make a series of prints was an exercise 
in creative restriction: what could each do within the 
parameters of print? How could they interpret their 
existing interests into print form?

The works in Midway are particularly diverse; it ’s more 
compilation than concept album. our intention was to 
survey and document where we are now; to take stock 
and then star t to look towards the future. opening in 
conjunction with SoDA 2012 was a deliberate choice; 
we wanted to draw attention to the development of 
ar t practices in an educational context. Showing work 
by students midway through their studies, who are 
just beginning to define their practices, alongside that 
of Postgraduate students, who are essentially at the 
pinnacle of visual ar t education, will hopefully create an 
atmosphere of ref lection and aspiration in the gallery.

alina tang & danni Mcgrath
Midway Exhibition Curators

SoMe ADDITIonAl WorDS FroM THe orGAnISerS

introduction
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Shiritori preSS is Alina Tang and 
Danni McGrath, two students studying 
Fine Ar t at Cur tin university. Both obsessed 
with printmaking, they jumped at a recent 
oppor tunity to purchase a second hand 
etching press from a fr iend, and are now 
in the process of setting it up as an ar tist 
run initiative;  co-ordinating exhibitions, 
workshops and making the press available 
for other ar tists to use.

Midway is the f irst of f icial outing of
Shir itor i Press. each of the prints in the 
exhibition util ised the press in some form 
or another, whether that meant printing the 
complete work in the case of etchings and 
collagraphs or embossing small sections of 
screen prints.

Alina and Danni are active within the Per th 
ar ts community, par ticipating together 
in events such as the 2012 Fringe World 
Festival and the KickstArT Youth Festival. 

They have also developed mentorships with 
local ar tists Pip and Pop (Tanya Schultz) 
and Magali Dincher. A recent tr ip to Japan, 
where they assisted Pip and Pop with the 
exhibition utakata Tayutau at Spiral Gallery 
in Tokyo, inspired the name Shir itor i Press. 
Shir itor i is a Japanese word game that 
they played while in Japan to practice their 
language skills. Shir itor i has many links 
to printmaking - it involves the passing of 
words from one person to the next, much 
like a print being passed through the press. 
It ’s relentlessly repetitive, and is a test 
of strength and mental exer tion, just like 
printmaking. And it ’s a game played with 
f r iends - you should never print alone!

Alina and Danni are passionate about the 
repetitive, sometimes laborious, but always 
exciting printmaking processes and Shir itor i 
Press is a way of sharing that enthusiasm.

Shiritori preSS
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I ’m a second year Fine Arts student, majoring in sculpture. In my work, 
I like to experiment with ideas of gender, sex, spir ituality, identity, 
connect and disconnect. In the pieces Sex (one of two) and Death (two of 
two), in collaboration with Zane Grant Hof t Wayman, I attempt to explore 
the connections , aesthetically  and conceptually, between sex and death.  
The "silence" that follows the orgasm is a topic I’ve been investigating in 
my work recently. I feel that there is a strong similarity between these 
connections, and what we perceive death to feel like (la Petite Mort).  
In Sex (one of two) and Death (two of two) through the etching process, 
I’ve attempted to construct the feeling of sex and death. By situating 
myself in the rituals surrounding sex and death i hoped to resurge the 
feelings of these f leeting moments. Zane's temporal and echoic poetry in 
contrast with my prints show two dif ferent viewpoints on what sex and 
death feel like. The importance of these ideas is deeply imbedded in the 
human psyche and contemporary culture. 

future: In the future I would like to go somewhere nice with high ceilings.

fact: I can light a zippo lighter with my feet. 

Drawing from appropriated imagery, I have been 
exploring how dif ferent interpretations of images are 
alluded to depending on how images are obscured. 
Working with video stills, the images have been altered 
with data corruption techniques to produce ambiguous 
imagery. The image’s context and narrative are 
purposely left indistinct and open to interpretation.

future: The sheep shall inherit the earth

fact: extraterrestrials built the pyramids.

jaMeS cooperliaM colgan
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I am currently undertaking a fine art degree at Curtin university. Central to 
me idea of what it means to be an artist is a growing sense of unease at the 
way Society disconnects with the natural environment in a hard wired age. 
Through painting, photography and print media I employ ideas that deal with 
the natural environment, in particular the moments of stillness, light and 
shadow in moments of place. I am currently interested in the Taoist ideas of 
water, in particular the idea that the strength of water is in the flow. 
The submitted prints of teachings speak directly to these ideas and embody 
the notion that midway through her studies, flow is a learning experience 
that feeds in to all other experiences. like water itself, always flowing 
toward a greater source. 

future: The future of my art practice remains a mystery. I think it would 
be a grave mistake to assume that I am in any control of this crazy business 
of making art. To be an artist is to be pitched through the emotional 
complexities of being human, to constantly respond to the demented howls 
of the world, to wake up in a fever pitch of the need to get it all out. I am 
currently responding to my own sense of unease at the way contemporary 
society seems to be disconnecting from the natural world and plugged in to 
a digital one. I imagine this theme will be constant in my art practice. 
My life around talented young artists making and thinking is a great one. 
long may it last.

fact: I love to eat the stinky fruit durian, I love that it smells the way it 
does because you always know when someone in an Asian back street is 
selling it. Stinky yummy goodness.

My work deals with the notions of truth, logic and rationality within a context 
informed by the post-internet condition, as well as the nature of language 
and information in regards to the potential structure of the universe. I am 
interested in attempting to define and navigate everything; to create a 
universal decoder. This series of works consists of several views of the 
collective definition (Wikipedia article) on Being.

future: I would like to continue navigating the boundaries of rationality and 
move my work into more accessible spaces, both online and within a gallery 
context. I want to predict the future and make magic using binary operations.

fact: I am http://www.killyourfriends.org  

aMY hicKMan

bell harding
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I am currently studying a Bachelor of Arts, majoring in Art and Design Studies.
My interests lay in patterns of behaviour, cultural constructs and human 
interactions with environments. I explore these ideas through theoretical 
studies of visual culture, as well as through drawings, photography and 
printmaking. Symmetry, repetition, and questionable accuracy play a large role 
in my works for ‘Midway’, which focus on the tension between the precision 
of scientific and technological symbols and the subjective, flawed nature of 
hand-made drawings. 

future: I am unsure of the shape my art practice will take into the future, 
but I wish to maintain experimentations with image making in the disciplines of 
both photography and printmaking. I hope to pursue further training in curation, 
and travel lots and lots around the world soaking up influences like a sponge.  

fact: I eat crumpets with honey for breakfast 7 times out of 10 during winter. 

I’m interested in architectural and geometric shapes, bright colours, small 
things and the work done by artists to make work. That is, what goes on in 
the studio, the material and thought processes, the movements and routines 
that go into making work. Through drawing, print, video and text work I have 
been exploring ways in which to communicate my own experience with 
these processes.  
 
future: Further study within Australia and overseas. exhibitions and 
projects that excite people and make them think (both artists and audiences). 
Mastering Japanese and living in Japan (and somewhere in Scandanavia, 
and maybe Germany, and the Philippines, and Taiwan and everywhere, and 
learning the respective languages). And making lots and lots of things. And 
working with lots of dif ferent people. And, evidently, being ridiculously 
optimistic. I just want to do all the things.  

fact: Fresh tamago nigiri and kappamaki sushi is pretty much the best 
Japanese food ever. 

danni Mcgrath MeliSSa Mcgrath
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Photograph courtesy of Marcia Skinner

I love the process of making art. I love the research, the collecting of 
images and collaging of ideas to come up with a single piece of ‘art’. 
Printmaking is great for this because it allows the myriad of influences and 
ideas bouncing around my head to be eplored all at once, You can etch, 
transfer, print up multiples and try again and again to come up with the right 
combination. It’s like visual cooking. This is kind of a wonderful metaphor 
of where I am right now in my artistic journey. Being halfway through the 
course means exploring as many dif ferent approaches and expressions 
of interests at the same time, that hopefully culminate and turn out to be 
something really delicious.

fact: My sister and I used to hypnotise chooks as kids and sit them on 
our heads. one pooed on my face once.

future: I want to live, paint and study in Darwin, Italy and San Francisco. 
My ideal job would be to make art for love and be paid to network.

I would like my artwork to create the hshshs moment, as in the Japanese 
drawing in of breath at the experience of beauty. To this end, I am 
developing video and light projections, illuminating the constantly 
transformative nature of matter (and life), by drawing attention to the ever-
present beauty and the disintegrating and reforming transient formation of 
clouds contrasted with the apparently static nature of human structures. 
My work seeks to explore the way we see, by focusing on the fluidity of 
matter. I am playing with many mediums including traditional and non-
traditional printmaking, photography and painting.
 
future: My desire is to live in Mexico and work with local artists to 
produce subversive interactive public artworks against the destructive 
influence of Coca Cola 
 
fact: I used to read the news on TV in Kalgoorlie and I put all the episodes 
of Dallas and the Hulk to air.

franceS Spenceanna richardSon
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I am head over wheels in love with print-making! From mixing the perfect 
ink colour, rounding the corners of every plate, to meticulously wiping with 
YellowPages; I delight in the heavily process-driven aspect of print-making. 
I love flowers, people who smell nice, kittens, floral patterns, hand-made 
things, small children, and long cuddles. Whilst midway through my degree, 
I endeavour to make work that is inspired by the things I love and the things 
that make me happy. 

future: I am currently undecided about what I will pursue in the future; 
happy to absorb and accept opportunities and happenings as they come. I 
am optimistic and have my fingers crossed to go travelling and to learn more 
about art and the world. 

fact: I can hula hoop for a very long time but cannot whistle. 

I am currently interested in the tonal qualit ies within 
aquatint to create atmosphere, and I l ike the idea of 
using this to create an implied narrative.

future: Honestly, It seems like a bit of a stretch to be 
thinking of this now. everyday something changes so I 
think I will face the future with a smile.  

fact: I like when birds walk, they can fly, yet..  
they still walk.

nicK zafiralina tang
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lIAM ColGAn 
(in collaboration with Zane Grant  
& Hof t Wayman)

sex (one of two) 
224mm x 220mm
Polyethelene etching and poetry

death (two of two) 
224mm x 220mm 
Polyethelene etching and poetry

JAMeS CooPer 

thirteen minutes, fif ty-seven seconds
411mm x 289mm
Screen print and embossing

Bell HArDInG 

teaching (one) 373mm x 283mm
Steel plate etching

teaching (two) 383mm x 285mm
Steel plate etching
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AMY HICKMAn

cheat codes 1
(i.e. The Same Thing Over and Over Again)
170mm x 220mm
Screen print and embossing

cheat codes 2
(i.e. The Same Thing Over and Over Again)
170mm x 220mm
Screen print and embossing

cheat codes 3
(i.e. The Same Thing Over and Over Again)
170mm x 220mm
Screen print and embossing

DAnnI McGrATH

what it takes
287mm x 410mm
Digital print

what it takes
287mm x 410mm
Digital print
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FrAnCeS SPenCe

at the root of all i
262mm x 262mm 
Etching with pigment transfer

AnnA rICHArDSon

cow, horn flowers
297mm x 435mm 
Dry point etching, pigment transfer, steel plate 
etching, collage and monoprint

cow, bridge, fence
297mm x 470mm 
Dry point etching, pigment transfer, steel plate 
etching, collage and monoprint

the beginning and the end.
262mm x 262mm 
Etching with pigment transfer

MelISSA McGrATH

with & without (a) 
262mm x 262mm 
Dry point on polyethelene

with & without (b) 
262mm x 262mm 
Dry point on polyethelene

with & without (c) 
262mm x 262mm 
Dry point on polyethelene
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AlInA TAnG

‘ i love you forever’
320mm x 290mm
Collagraph etching with watercolour additions

‘ i still think of you on sad days’
290mm x 280mm
Copper plate etching with watercolour additions 

‘mipsy and pixie dancing in the garden’ 
240mm x 230mm
Collagraph etching with watercolour additions

nICK ZAFIr

streets lit by others’ voices 
401mm x 279mm 
Steel plate aquatint

tim’s blocks
228mm x 188mm
Steel plate aquatint

my momma wants me to be an accountant
284mm x 235mm
Steel plate aquatint
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Curtin Student Guild through 
the on Show Grant program for 
providing us with financial support 
to put together Midway. We really 
appreciate that the Guild makes such 
opportunities available to students.

Vashti Innes-Brown, Alison Hayles, 
and Samantha Smith of John Curtin 
Gallery for their valuable professional 
support in the preparation of 
Midway. It has been great to see 
some of the inner workings of an 
institutional gallery, and we are 
grateful for the opportunity to exhibit 
in the Access Gallery.

Susanna Castleden, our lecturer
for endless inspiration and guidance 
in all our work and projects, and 
inspiring exhibition title 'midway'. 
There are no feathers or leaves 
featured in Midway.

Desmond Tan, our kickass graphic 
designer, for his patience, insights 
and tangents, r&B comedy gold, 
and for enlightening us with printing 
facts (“it 's design, not art”).

Matthew Thorley, (Mister Twinkle 
Toes) our framer, for going to town 
with our frames! Your enthusiasm 
and support is greatly appreciated. 
We’re working on the audience of 
1000 at your exhibition in return for 
your framing excellence.

Meagan Bates, our matting board 
cutter, for being the Mister Miyagi 
of Matt boards, we owe you several 
six packs!

our fellow friends and artists, liam 
Colgan, James Cooper, Bell Harding, 
Amy Hickman, Melissa McGrath, 
Anna richardson, Frances Spence, 
and nick Zafir for their kick-ass 
printmaking - without them this 
exhibition wouldn't be!  We love 
them all very, very much. Mmhmm!

thanK You!
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